Current age is a smartphone age, and so it use for surfing and browsing over internet is increasing and becoming popular.
Introduction
All over the world, people use smartphones for internet and location services. Smartphones are facilitated with a location tracking technology known as GPS (Global Positioning System) technology, is capable of providing location aware positioning services. GPS tracks user's current location in terms of latitude and longitude and sends it to LBS server. LBS server, then, provides services requested by user in relation to users query and users location. Smartphones are also Internet services with Wi-Fi system which establishes near field communication in small area network. GPS system is working on the basis of Wi-Fi and other Data facilities. Location aware devices are those devices which are capable of tracking location in static or active manner. Now navigation system are also provided along with positioning which are very helpful while driving. For surveying of location it communicate with local wireless devices. Major problem arises whenever user fires any location specific queries to the LBS server. These queries are directly sent to LBS server using the network. At server side, query possesses some location information of user, as Server does not allow any user to experience the services until user get registered at server for sharing his/her location. After registration server can able access all information about user. Server may access user's private information. One can misuse our private information to blackmail us. For example Lisa is using GPS services and she is on picnic right now. One can use this information and can try to robbery at her living place. Misuse of this information may arise the diversion on religion, public beliefs and political affair. This may be panic or harmful to the users.
Owner of LBS server can sell out or compromise the information out for daily soap advertisements. So we cannot be as trusty about LBS server for this information. Privacy of user may be access by third party. Therefore it is important to avoid sharing of private information from LBS server
Existing System
Below Figure 1 , shows working of Existing system. In which all users are sharing their location to a centralized LBS server for Location based services which has no assurance of preserving user location and preventing it from getting compromised . Following are some existing systems.
A. Green GPS System
Green GPS is an approximation based method used for giving guidance to driver or traveler about fuel consumption along with navigation and requirements along with distance measurement. Green GPS has two databases. One is OSM database, which monitors the navigation data and respective street location points in XML type. Another on is the car\driver information recorder database. It provide GUI at front end to user where all information is being displayed. Induction are provided by user depending on that routes are displayed. Geo decoder converts these routes into longitude and latitude. This method is very useful to guess easily fuel consumption along with navigation distance. 
B. Traditional LBS Approach
In traditional approach user sends request to server as shown in figure 3 . For that user must connect to range antenna first. Then user query is get submitted to Server using data packet of internet. Query fired by user carries location of user. Server stores all information of user. It is not confidential to share all information to server. This information is less secure at server. And user has no option to avoid this.
Figure 3: Traditional LBS approach

C. Deanonymizing the Mobility Traces
This uses de-anonymised methods to easily defeat user location traces. It is a better way because it generates social network graph of user location.
Figure 4: Mobility Traces
It also generate contact graph by identifying meetings of structural user and anonymised user. A user may be identified by meets graph and social network graph.
Proposed System
Our proposed systems objective is to hide location and private information of user from LBS server without compromising the services from LBS.The proposed system assumes that there are multiple user accessing the LBS services rom same location. So It can be termed of cluster of users. In a cluster C of users U, one of the user u i will initially compromise its location to the LBS server. Once one of the user has connected to LBS, other users in a nearby vicinity can access the information from the first user which fires the query to LBS server on behalf of the other users. This leads to privacy preservation from LBS server.
As shown in below Figure 5 , Other users will receive services from user 1. And user 1 will be act like LBS server to other users. There will be local communication in between server 1 and server 2 without sharing of private information. 
LBS Server Module
LBS server is a normal server that processes user queries in relation to user location and thereby provided location specific information for users queries. LBS provides location based information to the registered user which is present in particular region. For any user to fetch the information from the LBS, he needs to expose his location and device related private information so as to access services with full fedge. This can be benefitted by LBS server by compromising these information to third party for other malicious purposes. Also LBS servers are prone to Attacks such as DOS attack. If some users are continuously firing the queries and accessing LBS services , LBS server will have to serve the client and hence other user requests are denied from responding as LBS has already responding to other user or attacker.
User 1 Module
User 1 is considered to be the first user to share his private information and location details to LBS which on behalf of other users will send the information to LBS and act as middleware between other users and LBS. Very first user in system must share his private information to the LBS server. It will firstly select the region at which user wants to search Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY the location, after that he will request server by sending a location based query. After connection with LBS server this User will Act as a server for upcoming users in same region. The User 1 in spite of acting as an LBS server to other users, attackers may attack such users too, so as to deny other users from getting the service.
User 2 Module
The second upcoming user will request for a location by fetching location based query along with the region. Then he will directly get connected to the first user instead of getting connected with LBS Server. The user1 and user2 will form a local request reply network. There is no need to share private information about user 2 to user 1. Hence here privacy of all upcoming users will get preserved.
DOS Attack Detection Module
As LBS may get compromised with malicious third parties, some malicious user may even try to attack LBS or the User 1 itself, So, the Denial of service attack is the major concern in the proposed system which is eradicated as follows:
a. User 1 has registered to the LBS as is serving other requests in the same region on behalf of LBS. b. Malicious user may try to continuously get the service from User 1 and keep it busy for longer time and thereby compel other users to compromise their location to LBS and get the services as User 1 cannot respond to other users queries at same time. c. If the User 1 detects that within a threshold value time or for x count of requests, user x has exceeded the count of request sin some particular threshold time, User 1 will not process the User x requests from that same Ip for the current session, so there user 1 becomes free to serve the other clients too. 
Mathematical Model
In a cluster C of users U={u1,u2,u3,….un}, one of the user u i will initially compromise its location to the LBS server. Once one of the user has connected to LBS, other users in a nearby vicinity can access the information from the first user which fires the query to LBS server on behalf of the other users. For the proposed system, we assume that at a time single user will be served by User i for Location based service. Useri.query is the query that will be passed by useri to LBS.
Working of Proposed System
Steps: 1. User 1 registers itself to the LBS server. 2. LBS server stores the personal information of User 1. 3. User1 sends Region Information to LBS server. 4. User 1 request for a location. 5. Server processes user 1 location query and returns results. 6. User 2come into same region as that of user 1. 7. User 1 sends location request. 8. User 1 receives user2 request. 9. Local communication is establish between user1 and user 2. 10. User 1 sends request of user2 towards LBS server. 11. LBS server send reply to user1. 12. User1 sends result to User2. 13. Same process followed by all users in same region. 14. Malicious user send request to User1 in continuous manner and tries to interrupt the services of user 1. 15. User1 detects malicious user and block the services for that user.
Experiment and Results
The proposes system is location based query processing system and thus whose efficiency is computed by avoiding location compromising to the LBS by all the users. 
Settings Menu
Receiver Menu
Requesting user sends query by selecting query type and typing keyword related to query and receives the search results related to that keyword and access the data received from User1. 
Detecting and Blocking Malicious User
If requesting user is malicious user then it will cross the threshold value and get detected by User1.User1 then blocks the services for that malicious requested user. 
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Conclusion
Here we come to conclude that traditional way to use the location aware system is not secure and it can be very harmful to the user's privacy. To overcome this we proposed the new framework in which we do not change the architecture of the LBS server. Then also we are hiding the user specific data from the server by using the mobile crowd.
